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The Garlands of Meleager and Philip 
Alan Cameron 

THE PRINCIPAL SOURCES used by Constantine Cephalas for the 
Anthology of which the greater part is preserved in the Palatine 
and Planudean Anthologies were the Garland of Meleager (put 

together in the last decade or so of the second century B.C.),! the 
Garland of Philip (some time probably not too long after A.D. 53)2 and 
the Cycle of Agathias (ca. A.D. 567).3 Some of the material from these 
three major collections Cephalas broke up and rearranged, together 
with material from a variety of minor sources,4 but fortunately for us 
he was not energetic enough to carry out his reorganisation systemat
ically throughout, and long stretches of up to 100 or more consecutive 
epigrams by poets who are known or may reasonably be conjectured 

1 A. S. F. Gow and O. L. Page, The Greek Anthology: Hellenistic Epigrams 1 (Cambridge 
1965) xvi, say "early years of the first century," but in view of the likelihood (not men
tioned by Gow and Page) that the Garland, compiled on Cos (AP 7.418.3,419.6), was known 
to the 'circle' (I use the term loosely: cf H. Bardon, EtCl18 [1950] 145f; E. Badian, Historia 11 

[1962J 221) of Q. Lutatius Catulus (cos. 102) in Rome (A. A. Day, The Origins of Latin Love
Elegy [Oxford 1938] 103f; G. Luck, The Latin Love Elegy [London 1959] 40-1), I should prefer to 
take it back a couple of decades. P. Capra-d'Angelo, RendlstLomb 74 (1941) 292-6, and L. A. 
Stella, Cinque poeti dell'Antologia palatina (Bologna 1949) 153-5 and 232-8 (both apparently 
unknown to Gow and Page) follow Diogenes Laertius 6.99 in placing Meleager in the first 
half of the third century B.C., but Diogenes' error is easily explicable (Gow and Page 
I.xvi n.2), and it is hardly possible seriously to doubt that the Antipater included by 
Meleager is Antipater of Sidon, who did not die till ca. 125 B.C. (Gow and Page 11.32). On 
the chronology of the individual poets of the Garland, cf. also now G. Luck, GGA 219 (1967) 
24-44. 

2 Many scholars still follow C. Cichorius' dating (Romische Studien [Leipzig 1922] 341-55) 
to the reign of Gaius (e.g. most recently G. W. Bowersock, Augustus and the Greek World 
[Oxford 1965] 141); but in my opinion K. Milller has satisfactorily demonstrated (ed., Die 
Epigramme des Antiphilos von Bnanz [Berlin 1935] 14-21) that AP 9.178 cannot have been 
written before A.D. 53 (ef also S. C. P. Small, YCS 12 [1951] 71-3). Muller's interpretation is 
not in fact new (as Small supposes): cf. (in addition to the. authorities cited by Milller him
self, p.15) Furneaux on Tacitus, Ann. 12.58 and J. W. Mackail, Select Epigrams from the Greek 
Anthology3 (London 1911) 326. V. Tandoi, StItal 34 (1962) 108 n.Z, and P. Laurens, REL 43 
(1965) 318 n.2, toy unnecessarily with the idea of a second edition under Nero. 

3 Averil and Alan Cameron,jHS 86 (1966) 6-25, 87 (1967) 131. 
, On Cephalas' activity cf Cow, The Greek Anthology: Sources and Ascriptions (London 

1958), Gow and Page Lxvii f, and the useful analysis in part I ofF. Lenzinger, Zur griechischen 
Anthologie (Oiss.Ziirich 1965). 
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to have been contributors to the two Garlands and the Cycle occur in 
most of the major books (v, VI, VII, IX, X, XI, XII) of the Palatine Antho
logy, which may be regarded as an expanded version (but with 
omissions as well as additions) of the Anthology of Cephalas. 

I Meleager 
Our knowledge of Meleager's Garland has benefitted greatly from 

the labours of Radinger, Weisshaupl. Wifstrand and (more recently) 
of Gow.5 For a long time no one saw fit to question the statement of 
the Palatine lemmatist that it was arranged alphabetically (that is to 
say, according to the initial letter of the first word of each poem. 
Indeed some scholars still perversely cling to this long exploded 
notion6-presumably the result of a confusion between the two 
Garlands (an easy slip), for Philip's was arranged alphabetically. 

As early as 1894 Radinger showed that there were unmistakable 
traces of two quite different but complementary methods of arrange
ment in the longer Garland sequences, espedally those of AP v, VII and 
XII. First, poems by the more prolific poets recur in a sort of rhythmical 
alternation, with the work of lesser figures distributed evenly be
tween. Second, poems are grouped according to subject matter 

5 C. Radinger. Meleagros von Gadara (Innsbruck 1895) 88-107; R. Weisshaupl. in Serta 
Harteliana (Wien 1896) 184-8; A. Wifstrand. Studien zur griech. Anthologie (Lund 1926) 5-29; 
for Cow's works see preceding note. 

6 e.g. A. Lesky. A History of Greek Ltterature, tr. J. Willis and C. de Heer (London 1966) 
741. The alleged traces of alphabetical order (on which see most recently Luck, GGA 219 

[1967] 51-2) are unimpressive, and can be easily accounted for (in Cow's words) by"simi
larity of theme and a small element of chance" (Lxviii n.3, cf xxii n.2). E.g. the series of 
epitymbia opening OUKETt are so grouped for stylistic and thematic. not alphabetical 
reasons; it would no doubt be possible to detect alphabetical runs in the thematic and 
stylistic groupings used by W. Peek for his Griech. Vers-Inschriften I (Berlin 1955). Anyone 
who upholds the traditional view will have to explain (a) why an alphabetical order (not 
merely traces) is unmistakable in all Philippan sequences in AP, yet apparently broken up 
completely by Cephalas for the Meleagrian sequences (nothing we know about Cephalas' 
modus operandi suggests that he would have treated one differently from the other); (b) 
why, on the contrary, a thematic arrangement is perceptible in all Meleagrian sequences. 
There is also the excellent but neglected point made by J. Basson, De Cephala et Planude 
(Diss.Berlin 1917) 36-7: the first and last poems of an alphabetically arranged collection 
will (inevitably) have opened with an alpha and omega respectively. It so happens that we 
possess what must have been the first and last poems of Meleager's Garland CAP 4.1 and 
12.257: cf Wilamowitz, Sappho und Simonides [Berlin 1913] 300): they open with mu and 
alpha (!) respectively. By contrast. Philip's preface opens (of course) with an alpha (see 
p.337). 
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(epitaphs on philosophers, soldiers and so on together: imitations 
follow the original), and there are sometimes verbal parallels linking 
poems on different themes. The latter pattern was discovered inde
pendently by Weisshaupl two years later, who showed that the three 
successive Meleagrian sequences in AP 7.406-506, 646-664, 707-740, 
had certain obvious similarities both in overall pattern and individual 
subjects, suggesting the conclusion that all three were different ex
cerpts from the same source-obviously the Garland itself. If so, we 
would have three witnesses to the same pattern of arrangement 
among Meleager's epitymbia. 

The same line was followed by Wifstrand, proving that AP v, 
heterosexual, and XII, homosexual erotica, were originally not so 
divided, and that the Meleagrian sequences in v and XII must have 
derived from a common source containing both sorts mixed up to
gether. This source, again, can only have been the Garland itself. 

Of course, caution is requisite. Although Cephalas probably did not 
tamper in any substantial way with the arrangement of the more 
solid of the Garland sequences in AP, he probably did omit some of 
Meleager's material (for example, three of the poets Meleager names 
in his preface are not represented in AP). But no one who has studied 
the tables of Radinger, Weisshaupl and Wifstrand will find it easy to 
ascribe the simple but skilful and consistent pattern they trace 
through all the substantial Garland sequences in AP to mere chance. 
It would have to be a curiously consistent chance-the more so since 
Mattsson has demonstrated beyond question that precisely the same 
twofold system was followed by Agathias for his Cycle.7 And though 
there must always be reservations about Cephalas' handling of his 
Meleagrian material, we can at least be sure that he did not signifi
cantly rearrange his Agathian material. For we know from Agathias' 
preface that he employed a third, more basic device as well. He divided 
his material between seven books according to subject matter: 
anathematica, epideictica, epitymbia, protreptica, sympotica, erotica and 
scoptica. Cephalas took over these convenient basic divisions for his 
own Anthology, and thus we can have every confidence that the 
Agathian runs in the major Cephalan books directly reflect the order 
and arrangement of the original Agathian books. 

It can easily be shown that Agathias and his fellow poets were in-

7 A. Mattsson, Untersuchungen zur Epigrammsammlung des Agathias (Lund 1942) 1-16, and 
for Agathias' sympotica, see Lenzinger, op.cit. (supra n.4) 22. 
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fluenced by the poems Meleager had included in his Garland,8 and it 
is almost inevitable that he should have been influenced by the way 
Meleager had arranged them too. And, predictably enough, we do 
find the same grouping according to topic and verbal links, and the 
same rhythmic procession of <Haupt dichter' (Paul, Macedonius, 
Julian and Agathias himself, instead of Callimachus, Asclepiades, 
Leonidas and Meleager) that Radinger, Weisshaupl and Wifstrand 
(without reference to the striking Agathian parallel)9 detected in 
Meleager. 

This much, then, we may accept as proven. But there is one further 
point about the arrangement of Meleager's Garland on which a little 
more light can perhaps be cast before we move on to Philip's, a point 
barely mentioned in the recent work of Gow and Page.1o How many 
and what sort of books went to make up the Garland? For there must 
have been some sort of subdivision: (a) because the Meleagrian poems 
in AP and APl total some 4000 lines (ca. 800 poems), not counting the 
several hundred more that would be required by the titles and as
criptions to individual poems-far too long for a Greco-Roman book 
of poetry. Birt long ago showed that 700 lines was considered the 
optimum length, 1000 on the long side. The 1779 of Apollonius 
Rhodius' Argonautica IV is unique. (b) More prosaically, 4000 lines 
(nearer 5000 with titles and ascriptions) would be far too long for one 
papyrus roll. (c) Philip refers to Meleager's Garland in the plural as 
UT€cpaVOt. 

Naturally, certainty here is unattainable. But following and develop
ing some hints of Wifstrand we can perhaps profitably guess at least 
at the principle of book division Meleager used, which will in turn 
suggest a number. The most obvious and easy principle would have 
been that followed by Agathias, division by subject matter. There are 
in AP something like 270 Meleagrian erotica, 290 epitymbia, 135 ana
thematica and 50 epideictica (to which we can add another 45 from 
API). These are the only four of the seven Agathian divisions to which 
Meleagrian poets made any contributions. There are no Meleagrian 
poems at all in AP x and Xl. Scoptica, protreptica and straightforward 
sympotica seem not to have been to their taste (such as we do find are 

8 Cf. Radinger, op.cit. (supra n.5) 72; Mattsson, op.cit. (supra n.7) ch. u; and G. Viansino, 
ed. Epigrammi di Paolo Silen~iaTio (Torino 1963). 

8 Except for a brief aside by Radinger. cp.cit. (supra n.5) 103 n.!. 
10 op.cit. (supra n.1) I.xix n.4. 
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generally classified under one or other of the other four: e.g. most 
Meleagrian sympotica are also erotic and hence in AP v). Split up 
into these four divisions, the 4ooo-odd lines of the Garland would 
have comprised four books which would have satisfied both con
temporary canons of propriety and the length of an average papyrus 
roll. 

There are, I believe, several pieces of evidence in favour of this pro
posed division. We have seen that Meleager used a twofold system: 
regular alternation of the major poets together with thematic and 
verbal links. And we have seen also that this same twofold arrange
ment is no less clearly visible in the Agathian sequences of AP, which 
we know to have been divided up according to subject. Does not the 
very fact that such a twofold pattern is still discernible in the major 
Meleagrian sequences strongly suggest that they too were drawn 
from similarly arranged continuous sequences of poems on the same 
subject? And further confirmation is surely to be found in the fact 
that the Meleagrian sequences in AP v and XII (erotica) are arranged 
on the same principle-two different excerpts from the same original 
sequence. Strong evidence in favour of this hypothesis is provided by 
the continuous run of Meleagrian erotica CAP 12.76, 77, 78; 9.15, 
12.106, 5.152, 12.19) in the first-century anthology fragment Berliner 
Klassikertexte V.i 75f, which if not (as Wifstand has shown)l1 a frag
ment of the Garland itself, is clearly related to it, presumably 
an excerpt therefrom. Further evidence may be seen in the 
parallel arrangement of the three successive Meleagrian sequences 
in VII. 

To what might have seemed the natural implication that these are 
three successive excerpts from the same original continuous sequence 
of epitymbia, Lenzinger objects12 that other sorts of epigrams must 
have been intermingled among the epitymbia, for (he argues) if all the 
Meleagrian epitymbia had been concentrated in one section of the 
Garland, Cephalas would not have had to conduct more than one 
search for them. He contrasts the one Agathian sequence in VII. But 
we do not know that Cephalas "had to" (rather than chose to) look 
more than once for Meleagrian epitymbia. Nor can I see why Len
zinger's assumption makes such repeated "searches" more compre
hensible. It is relevant to observe that there are well over three times 

11 op.cit. (supra n.5) ch. II. 

12 op.cit. (supra n.4) 13. 

6* 
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as many Meleagrian as Agathian poems in VII. It may be that Cephalas 
distributed his Meleagrian material as he did at least partly because 
he had so much more of it than anything else. I suspect that he had 
originally intended to rearrange the material which now appears as 
the two rather broken minor Meleagrian sequences into a thematic 
pattern of his own, like the thematic arrangement he devised for the 
first half of the book, before the major Meleagrian sequence. But here 
(as elsewhere) his energy and enthusiasm flagged towards the end of 
the book, and he did not finish the job. 

Wifstrand himself, while canvassing in a tentative parenthesis the 
possibility that the erotica comprised a separate book of their own and 
admitting too that there appeared to have been another such section 
(he avoided the word book) comprised mainly of epitymbia, was 
nevertheless loath to suggest a formal division of the Meleagrian 
material into books. His reason was the presence of what he was in
clined to regard as alien matter-viz. a lacing of votive and epideictic 
poems-matter which in some cases at least there was reason to 
believe Meleagrian (rather than Cephal an insertion). The answer, I 
think, is that Meleager interpreted these classifications rather more 
liberally than we do. 

Wifstrand lists a number of poems in the Meleagrian sequences of 
VII which are not sepulchral: e.g. 409 on Antimachus, 410 on Thespis, 
411 on Aeschylus, 709 on Alcman, 713 on Erinna. Yet are these really 
intruders? One of the commonest types among the epitymbia included 
in vn is the poem on a famous writer cast in the form of a fictitious 
epitaph. Many are really no more sepulchral than those mentioned 
above. So unless Meleager was going to be pedantic, it might well have 
seemed more appropriate to include poems on writers which did not 
even pretend to be sepulchral along with those that did. While they 
might be more correctly placed among the epideictica, they would be 
in a non-literary context, away from their natural fellows. Similarly 
with 7.723, a lament for the defeat of Sparta: not an epitaph proper, 
but not wholly out of place among the epitaphs. 'Intruders' are 
alleged in V too. Gow, for example (Gow and Page 11.171), states that 
5.146 (Callimachus) on a statue of Berenice is "evidently misplaced" 
in v and "should have been" in IX. But the poem describes her beauty 
and concludes by saying that without her Ovo' aVTaLTaL XapLTES XapLTES. 
This conceit links it closely with 148 (where Heliodora is said to excel 
aVTaS' TaS' XapLTaS' XapLULV) and 149.4 (KaVT/:XV TaV xapLv EV XaPLTL), both 
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by Meleager himself. In fact, it is perfectly clear that Meleager derived 
this motif directly from Callimachus' poem. This, surely, is why he 
placed it before his own poems. It was not a true eroticon, to be sure, 
but it had some of the characteristics thereof, and as the model for 
later erotica was more appropriately placed among them than with 
the anathematica or epideictica, where this connection would be ob
scured. 205 might from the formal point of view be classified as an 
anathematicon, but the object dedicated is a love charm. 206 is a dedi
cation of musical instruments, but by girls bearing names suitable for 
hetairai (Gow and Page 11.353), one of them being described as c!>O"€PWs 
and a willing performer at revels. Here again the erotic and sympotic 
elements may in Meleager's judgement have outweighed the formal 
features. There are similar apparent 'intruders' in Agathian sections, 
where we can be certain that the selection was Agathias' own. For 
example, 5.217 and 218, though concerned with love, are both really 
epideictic. 222 on a KLOapwTpts might have been more appropriately 
placed together with Leontius' run of poems on dancing girls, pre
sumably included among Agathias' ecphrastica, though now preserved 
only in API IV. Yet obviously in Agathias' eyes the erotic element pre
dominated in all three. 

I would suggest, then, that there is no real alien matter in these four 
Meleagrian categories as represented in AP. It is just that, like Aga
thias, Meleager was prepared to include 'formal intruders' if for some 
other reason they seemed to him more sUitably placed elsewhere than 
in their formally correct context. Indeed, I would go further. It seems 
to me that the absence of real glaring misfits in Meleagrian sequences 
is an argument in favour of my thesis of fourfold division by subject. 
For grateful though we all are to Cephalas for his priceless collection, 
no one will deny that he threw it together very carelessly.I3 One of 
the signs of haste and inattention is frequent wrong classification. One 
example out of many will suffice at this point (see also below, pp.333f) 
-one that will prove relevant to the next parr of this paper. AP 7.641 
Cephalas classified as an epitymbion, evidently supposing that its 
opening word aijfLcx referred to a tomb. Had he taken the trouble to 

read the rest of the poem, he would have seen that it referred in 
fact to a water clock! There are no cases like this in the Meleagrian 
sequences. Or rather such cases as there are are confined to Cephalas' 

13 According to K. Preisendanz, "Kephalas zur endgilltigen Redaktion seines Sammel
werkes nicht mehr gelangt ist," Gnomon 34 (1962) 659. 
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own division of the Meleagrian erotica into two categories, hetero
sexual and homosexual. An easy enough task, one might have 
thought. Yet there are numerous homosexual poems in v and scores 
of heterosexual poems in XII-to some extent because Cephalas 
evidently did not realise that names ending in -LOV (Timarion, etc.) 
were feminine, but often just through sheer carelessness. This was 
the result when Cephal as was faced with thematically undifferen
tiated material and had to do his own categorising. Yet though he 
made such a sorry mess of the Meleagrian erotica, he apparently 
managed to deal with the Meleagrian anathematica, epideictica and 
epitymbia without making any mistakes of this order or nature, mis
takes of a sort he often made when distributing the undifferentiated 
Philipp an poems under these headings. And the explanation of this 
is, surely, not that for once Cephalas was extra careful and managed 
to avoid error, but that he found the Meleagrian anathematica, epideic
tica and epitymbia already differentiated in his source-the Garland 
itself. 

Let us now have another look at the Palatine lemma referred to 
b 1" • liS \ I , I , 8 I , a ove: OVTOS' 0 11l1.€I\€aypos... €1TOLT]CT€V... TOV aVlLaCTLOV TOVTOVt 

, ~ , I I.J.. I t: '" " , ~ '\\' 
TOV TWV €1TLypaILILaTWV CTT€'I'avov. CTVV€TaS €V O€ aVTa KaTa CTTOL X€LOV, al\l\a 

KwvUTaVTtVoS' 0 E1TovoILa{6IL€vos K€cpa;\fxs CTVV€X€€V aVTeX acpopiCTaS €ls 

.J.. '\ ", .J.. " , , '" , "() '" I R K€'I'al\aLa OLa'l'0pa' T]YOVV EpWTLKa LOtWS' KaL ava EILaTLKa Kat €1TLTVILtJLa 
,'s::-- It .... t I , ..... I I Th 

Kat E1TLO€LKTLKa, WS VVV V1TOT€TaKTaL €V TCfJ 1TapOVTL 1TTVK'TLCfJ. e 
statement that the Garland was arranged alphabetically is certainly 
false. But this is not the only feature about the lemma that gives rise 
to problems. For it also appears to say that Cephalas made use of 
only four classifications, erotica, anathematica, epitymbia and epideictica. 
This no one has ever accepted, since, though several of the minor 
books of the Palatine collection are probably not Cephalan, seven at 
least certainly were (essentially categories used by Agathias). But if 
we look a little more closely at the lemma, we discover that it does 
not in fact state in so many words that there were only four Cephalan 
books-merely that these were the four categories into which the 
Meleagrian poems were distributed. And this, as we have seen, 
happens to be true. 

It seems to me that there is a very simple explanation of both the 
lemmatist's statements. Being under the mistaken impression that 
Meleager's Garland, like Philip's, was arranged alphabetically, he was 
surprised to come across a copy (or a reference to a copy) divided up 
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into these four thematic categories. So he assumed that it must have 
been Cephal as who rearranged it on this principle, an arrangement 
(he adds) followed also in the Palatine Anthology. What he took to be a 
'Cephalan revision' of the Garland, divided into erotica, anathematica, 
epitymbia and epideictica, was surely in fact the Garland itself. For while 
the Meleagrian poems do indeed fall into these four categories, 
the Meleagrian material in AP (and therefore Cephalas too) was 
not divided between these four books only. The poems described 
in the lemma as just erotica were divided in Cephal as and AP 
evenly between erotica proper (AP v) and paidica (XII). There were five 
Cephal an books containing substantial Meleagrian sections. So 
surely the four books mentioned by the lemma are the four 
books of the original Garland (where paidica and erotica were un
differentiated). 

But for the statement of the lemma and the evidence of Agathias' 
own preface, no one who had studied the evidence set out above 
would be likely to doubt that Agathias had modelled his Cycle directly 
on Meleager's Garland. And this is surely exactly what he did. He took 
over from Meleager not only the alternation of 'Hauptdichter' and 
thematic linking, but also the preliminary subdivision according to 
type. Hitherto it has been supposed that this preliminary subdivision 
was a new departure of Agathias. I would suggest, rather, that all he 
did was to add three more headings to cover the wider scope of the 
work of himself and his friends. 

II J>ltiliI' 
There is no lemma to tell us how Philip's Garland was arranged, nor 

does his preface offer any help. But as early as the first serious attempt 
to analyse the sources of AP (Passow's De vestigiis Coronarum in 1827) 
it was realised that all the substantial Philipp an sequences in AP are 
arranged alphabetically. A convenient table of all the Philipp an se
quences14 together with the first word of each poem will be found at 
pp.13-20 of Weisshaupl's Grabgedichte, and one does not need even 
to read through to the end of it to see that there is no possibility of 

H cf too the useful table in Lenzinger, op.cit. (supra n.4) between pp.63-4 (where se
quences are not always quite accurately delimited, especially in AP vn), and the list of 
sequences in Beckby's second edition, I (1966) 70 n.10. 
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error or denial.15 This was a discovery of the first importance, since it 
means that if the first word of any poem inside a Philipp an sequence 
is even one letter out, it can be regarded with confidence as an intruder 
into that sequence-a confidence unfortunately never attainable in 
Meleagrian or Agathian sequences. But it was also a discovery which 
put an end to further inquiry about the arrangement of the Garland, 
since the last word appeared to have been said. 

There seemed only one question left to ask. Was there more than 
one book, and if so, did the alphabetical order run from the beginning 
of the first book to the end of the last, or did each individual book run 
from alpha to omega? Since something like 3000 Philipp an lines survive 
in AP and API, there must presumably have been more than one book. 
As before, we must allow for titles and for omissions by Cephalas. 
Even so, it looks as though Philip's Garland was a little shorter than 
Meleager's. Indeed, it is commonly believed that Philip himself ad
mitted as much, but this notion is based on a misinterpretation of 
Philip's preface. "Familiar as you are with the fame of the older poets 
[i.e. the Meleagrian poets]," writes Philip to his patron Camillus, 
yvw8, Kat CJ7rAOT/.pwv T~V OAtyoaTLX{7Jv (AP 4.2.6). "Learn to know the 
less abundant verses of our younger ones," translates Paton; "lern auch 
die knappere Kunst jiingerer Dichter nunmehr," Beckby (in both cases 
my italics). "Doch war der Unfang der Sammlung bedeutendgeringer 
als der des Meleagrischen Stephanos," writes Radinger, quoting this 
line. In fact there can be no doubt whatever that Philip is alluding to 
the brevity of the epigram as a literary genre, not to the small number 
of them included in his Garland. In the first place there is no com-

15 At both 6.239 and 9.410 a sigma (CTP.7JV£OS and CTp.lvOos respectively) occurs between 
epsilon and eta. The solution is obvious enough: what Philip wrote in both places was an 
initial zeta (ZIL7JV£OS and ZILlvOos), just as Catullus' friend Cinna wrote Zmyrna for Smyrna. 
Editors have been curiously reluctant to admit this certain correction (certain in so far as 
it must be what Philip wrote for the purposes of his alphabetical order: whether the 
actual authors, Tullius Sabinus and Apollonides, used the zeta is another matter) to their 
texts (not one so far). Though advanced already by Franz Passow in his Quaestio de vestigiis 
Coronarum Meleagri et Philippi (Bratislava 1827) 8-9, and repeated by Wiegand in RhM 3 
(1845) 542, it was proposed again by P. Friedlaender (ap. Maas) in Gnomon 7 (1931) 578, then 
again by A. Wilhelm in AntCl 4 (1935) 251 (both for 6.239 only), and yet again now by R. 
Merkelbach in Glotta 45 (1967) 39-40 (with a Nachtrag acknowledging Passow's priority, 
but no reference to Friedlaender or Wilhelm). A zeta now appears in the addenda to 
Beckby's second edition (though only for 6.239), the credit being assigned there to Fried
Iaender (to whom, rather than to Passow, he was referred by Luck in Gnomon 30 [1958] 
272). 
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parative. In the second, compare AP 9.342 by Parmenion,16 one of the 
very poets Philip included, and one mentioned in his preface: cPYJI.i.L 

\ ", " 11K' I l' 7rOI\VaT£XLYJv E7r£ypaJLJLaTOS OV KaTa lV.LOvaas E£va£ ... 

To return to the question of the individual books of the Garland. 
In the course of that tireless search for Graeco-Roman poetry books 
which eventually filled out a dossier of almost 150, Theodor Birt 
pounced on the long Philipp an sequence at AP 11.215-312, 596 lines 
(or 694 counting titles), and declared it a book.1' This view was re
j ected almost at once by Weisshaupl18 on two counts, neither of them 
cogent. His first objection was based on the once fashionable but now 
generally (and rightly) rejected belief that Cephalas did not himself 
use the original collections of Meleager or Philip (or even the relatively 
recent Agathias) at first hand.19 His second, what he (for no stated 
reason) apparently regarded as the absurdity of each book having its 
own complete alphabetical sequence. 

If Birt were right, we should be able to conclude that Philip's 
Garland was divided, like the collections of both his predecessor and 
successor, according to subject matter, each book being arranged 
alphabetically. But as Radinger observed, there are misfits in almost 
every Philipp an sequence in AP, clearly the result of Cephalas' care
lessness. The example of Antiphilus' poem AP 7.641 opening afjJLa has 
been cited already. Compare also 7.379 by the same author. It was 
presumably the mention of a mound in v.l CxwJLa) that caused 
Cephal as to put it in the epitymbia; but again, had he read on he would 
have discovered that the mound was in fact a mole in the harbour at 
Puteoli!20 Similarly 6.88. The first couplet does indeed suggest that 
the poem is an anathematicon, and so rightly placed in VI; but the last 
reveals clearly that it is an eroticon, and belongs in v. Yet all these 
poems are correctly placed in an alphabetical sequence. So they can
not be intruders inserted by Cephalas. On the contrary, they are all 
integral links of the original Garland, which Cephalas mistakenly 
retained. Obviously, then, the original Garland must have been the
matically undifferentiated. It was Cephalas who did the distributing 

16 Cf also Callimachus' use of [o'\]LyoanXDS' at fr.1.9, with Pfeiffer ad /oc., and W. Peek, 
RE 19 (1938) col. 2341 S.V. PHILIPP os 36. 

17 Das antike Buchwesen (Berlin 1882) 388-9. 

18 Grabgedichte d. griech. Anthologie (AbhArchSem Wien 7, 1889) 26 n.l. 

19 On this see Wifstrand, op.cit. (supra 115) If, 25; Gow and Page, op.cit. (supra n.1) Lxvii. 
20 Cf Muller, op.cit. (supra n.2) 59. 
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of individual poems into his own categories, sometimes getting it 
wrong and giving the game away. 

So Birt was wrong to suppose that Philipp an books were arranged 
alphabetically according to subject matter. But the possibility that 
there were several alphabetical books, not arranged according to sub
ject matter, was left open by Radinger's argument. True, Radinger 
seemed to think that the presence of two or three Philipp an sequences 
per book of AP was further evidence against such a view, but might 
it not in fact be possible to see here a trace of two or three such un
differentiated books successively excerpted by Cephalas? Perhaps. 
But this possibility too can be put out of court by a consideration long 
noted but never apparently exploited in this connection. AP 6.106, 
firmly embedded in an alphabetical sequence, appears again in the 
Palatine Ms after 6.255, where it is again firmly embedded in an 
alphabetical sequence. There is only one possible explanation. 
Originally both these alphabetical sequences formed one and the 
same sequence. Cephalas excerpted it twice, and absent-mindedly 
included the same poem twice in both the resulting sequences (which, 
since the original was alphabetical, would naturally both be alpha
betical themselves). 

Thanks to Cephalas' carelessness the conclusion seems inescapable 
that Philip's original Garland comprised one long alphabetical series 
without regard to subject matter; erotica, anathematica, epitymbia etc. 
all together. So the Philippan sequences of erotica, anathematica, epi
tlLmbia, etc. which we read in the various books of AP are a series of 
excerpts of the Philipp an poems which Cephal as thought (sometimes 
mistakenly as we have seen) to be concerned with these subjects. The 
separate books into which (for considerations of size) the whole must 
have been divided, must have been split up on the same principle as 
the fascicules of an alphabetical reference work today-three books 
(say) comprising a-B, L-7T, p-w. 

This has a consequence which might have seemed obvious enough, 
but does not seem to have been generally drawn. Even the cautious 
Gow is for once incautious enough to write of the Meleagrian, 
Philipp an and Agathian sequences in AP in the same terms as "blocks 
of epigrams ... transferred more or less unaltered from their respec
tive sources. "21 We have seen that there are good reasons for sup
posing this to be the case with the Agathian sequences, and probably 

Ii op.cit. (supra n.l) I.xvii-xviii. 
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too with the Meleagrian sequences (but only if, as argued above, they 
derive from thematically divided books). But it should be obvious 
that the Philippan sequences are on a completely different footing. 
Not one of them can be even relatively 'unaltered'. 

The sequence of erotic poems CAP 5.104-133), for example, is simply 
an excerpt of all the erotic poems which Cephalas could find (or 
deemed good for us) scattered throughout the 3000-odd lines of the 
Garland. A mere 29 poems, 76 lines, out of 3000. And since they range 
from alpha to omega, they must have been culled evenly from all parts 
of the original. It is theoretically possible that each poem in the pre
sent sequence in AP v was in the original Garland separated by as many 
as ten or twenty poems from its present neighbours. The fullest of 
the Philipp an sequences in AP, the nearly 100 poems and 600 lines of 
9.215-312, again ranging all the way from alpha to omega, is still no 
more than an excerpt of one poem in six from the original Garland. 
So much for Birt's 'book'. 

We could get a better idea of the appearance of the Garland proper 
if we could amalgamate all the different sequences in the different 
books of AP. Since the principle of arrangement is alphabetical, it 
might seem that this could be done easily enough: indeed that one 
could even intercalate in the appropriate alphabetical position all the 
'loose' Philipp an poems in both AP and APl. Unfortunately this would 
be impossible, because of a point which has no doubt occurred to 
others before me, but which I cannot recall having seen set down in 
print, much less systematically proved. 

Philip did not in fact arrange his material on a thorough-going 
alphabetical principle. He merely divided it into 24 groups according 
to the initial letter of the first word of each poem. All the poems whose 
first word begins with alpha come before all those whose first word 
begins with beta (and so on), but inside each letter group no consistent 
attempt was made to arrange individual poems in alphabetical order. 
Compare the sequence AP 6.227-261. While no initial letter occurs 
before a preceding letter of the alphabet, inside letter groups no 
fewer than 13 out of a total of 34 are out of place. In the sequence 
7.364-405 no fe\ver than 17 out of 41 are out of place inside letter 
groups. The proportion is approximately 1 : 3 in both cases. Let us 
now look at the fullest sequence for one letter which we have: 
9.205-236, 21 consecutive poems opening with an alpha. Here are the 
fi d " ~ It:. a 1\ 'f3 It, 'r " rst wor s: aLEL, apf.LollL'T}~, aL, at-'CXI\€, aLyL O'TOV, a, avycx",w, CXllEPCX, 

7-G•R•B•S• 
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, \ , l' 'A ' ., , , \ , , , 'f3' " ayy€I\LTJV, aLya, (TW7TLS, aL, aK'TaLTJV, aYY€I\LTJS, apXaLTJ, aIL awwv, aV7Jv, 

'A8pLaKoio, ava, axpL, ayxovpoL, apPTJK'TOL. It would be difficult to say 
how many were out of place here, for there is not even an approxi
mate tendency towards alphabetical order. After the initial alpha 
we have a rho in second position and a delta and gamma (in that 
order) towards the end. 

I cannot believe that this is merely one of the results of Cephalas' 
carelessness. His carelessness (which is undoubted) takes other forms 
-misunderstanding, inaccurate classification, false ascriptions. He 
usually copies his sources accurately enough except for errors of this 
sort. If we credit him with the disorder inside these Philipp an letter 
groups, we should also have to expect up to one in three poems to be 
misplaced by several positions in Meleagrian and Agathian sequences 
too. Yet this is plainly not so. The subtle twofold pattern still discern
ible in those sequences could never have survived such treatment. 
There is, fortunately, one opportunity to check Cephalas' accuracy in 
this respect when copying from his sources. For 7.83-133, no fewer 
than 50 consecutive poems, are copied directly from a work which 
happily survives-Diogenes Laertius' Lives of the Philosophers. Every 
single one appears in AP in the same order as in Diogenes. Obviously 
it would be very singular if Cephalas had juggled around in this way 
with his Philipp an material alone. 

Let us suppose for a moment that Philip did order every poem 
alphabetically from first to last. Either Cephal as would have noticed, 
in which case his juggling about would be inexplicable. Or he would 
not have noticed, and his juggling about would not have been confined 
to letter groups. We should expect to find the odd beta among the 
alphas and gammas. Why should the juggling, whether deliberate or 
accidental, be confined to the letter groups? A further factor is the 
uniform pattern of irregularities throughout all the sequences. Care
lessness is almost by definition spasmodic rather than regular. 

Proof positive is provided by the poem which occurs in two 
Philipp an sequences, 6.106, opening'Tov'T6 'TOL. As 6.106 it comes in a 
sequence of alphabetically arranged letter groups after a poem 
opening TpiyAav and before an upsilon. By Philipp an standards it is in 
position inside a group of taus (whose order inside the group is in fact 
in reverse alphabetical order). At its second occurrence after 6.255, it 
comes after poems opening 'T~V (254) and 'TOV'TO Eawv (255), and before 
Tavpov (256) and then 'T{s (257), 'Tas (258) and 'T{s again (259)-again, 
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inside a group of taus which are not themselves in alphabetical order. 
If the poem stands out of place in both these excerpts from the 
Garland, clearly it must have stood out of place in the Garland itself. 
If these two sequences were united, the disorder would become even 
more marked. The case of the alphas in 9.20sf shows that the more 
poems inside a letter group, the greater the disorder. So when we find 
letter groups of only (say) two or three poems in the shorter sequences 
in other books of AP which happen to be in proper order, this may be 
just coincidence. If we could collect all the groups of this letter from 
all the sequences, we should probably find the same pattern of dis
order. 

One final point. We happen to have Philip's preface CAP 4.2), which 
for obvious reasons will have headed the whole collection. So the 
initial letter of its first word will have been the very first letter of the 
Garland. It is an alpha,22 of course, but after that only a nu Cc'XvO€a). 
There are fourteen alphas from the 9.20sf sequence alone which on 
alphabetical considerations should have preceded the preface. 

It seems clear then that Philip made no attempt to arrange poems 
alphabetically inside letter groups. This need cause no surprise. 
Rather it would be surprising if he had. For obvious though the prin
ciple of alphabetisation might seem, it was not employed either early 
or consistently in ancient times. And alphabetisation after the first 
letter was particularly late in arriving. The earliest attested examples 
of second-letter order are the glossary POxY' 1801 and a Bodleian 
papyrus of Apollonius' Homeric Lexicon,23 both mid-first century. By 
the second century there are several more: POxy. 1802, Galen's work 
on Hippocratic glosses, and the Lexicon of Harpocration. So the prin
ciple was certainly known by Philip's day. Yet it was obviously a 
principle devised in the first instance by lexicographers, dealing with 
so much material that the inadequacies of alphabetisation by first 
letter alone were revealed at a practical level. It is unlikely to have 
been used for a collection of poems: clearly Philip did not intend his 
system to be practical, that is, to enable readers to locate poems of 
which they knew the first word. There are parallels for poems 
arranged in first letter order: Bacchylides' Dithyrambs (at least in the 

U For this reason alone (though there are others) we may safely ignore L. Herrmann's 
proposal (AnteI27 [1958] 98-9) to transfer the first two lines of Meleager's preface to stand 
in front of Philip's. Meleager's preface begins Movua (see n.6 above). 

Z3 Cf E. W. B. Nicholson, CR 11 (1897) 390-3. 
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BM papyrus), and possibly Sappho.24 It was surely these (probably 
Alexandrian) precedents that Philip was following, rather than con
temporary lexicographical practice. 

Yet when compared with the skilful twofold (I would add, three
fold) system of Meleager-and we know from his preface that Philip 
was consciously following the example of Meleager-how utterly 
crude and feeble a system it would seem to be. Was Philip really so 
lacking in ingenuity that this was the best he could do ?25 With ca. 430 

poems divided between 24 letters, the average per letter will have 
been ca. 20, and for the commoner letters 50 or 60 or more. Is it really 
plausible to suppose that Philip assembled 50 or 60 poems beginning 
with alpha in no order whatever before passing on to treat 25 poems 
beginning with beta the same way, and so on? I do not believe that it 
is. 

The grouping of poems by initial letter was merely a preliminary, 
the external framework of his system. It was Philip's variation on 
Meleager's preliminary division of material into four basic categories 
before addressing himself to the more subtle task of arranging the 
individual poems inside those categories. Philip too had an internal 
and an external system. He may well have rejected Meleager's ex
ternal division as being too crude. 270-odd erotic epigrams en bloc 
followed by 290 epitymbia (and so on) might certainly be deemed 
lacking in subtlety and variety for a work which was presumably 
intended to be read from cover to cover rather than (as the surviving 
Palatine and Planudean Anthologies) dipped into in small doses. By 
contrast he hit on the ingenious idea of dividing his material alpha
betically in the first instance. The arbitrariness of the procedure would 
ensure that each letter group contained a good cross-section of poems 
of every genre, thus avoiding the monotony of long stretches of un
relieved erotica (or whatever). Inside these groups he could employ an 
internal system (presumably very similar to Meleager's) of linking by 
community (or contrast) of theme or verbal parallel. 

14 I gratefully borrow my information on this subject from Lloyd W. Daly. Contributions 
to a History of Alphabetization in Antiquity and the Middle Ages (Collection Latomus 90, 1967). 
I should like to thank Professor Daly for communicating relevant details to me before the 
appearance of his book. 

25 Reitzenstein, RE 6 (1909) col. 105 S.V. EPIGRAMM, who apparently accepted Birt's 
suggestion of a primary division according to subject matter, has harsh words for the 
crudity of Philip's system. W. Peek, op.cit. (supra n.16) 2340, is content to refer to Reitzen
stein on this point. 
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III 
We have seen that the Philipp an sequences in AP are all excerpts 

from the one master sequence of the Garland itself. Thus in many cases 
poems juxtaposed in these sequences may not have stood together in 
the Garland. But we need not despair altogether. If, as I have postu

lated, Philip did arrange his material according to theme as well, 
then naturally Cephalas, who excerpted according to theme, will on 
occasions at least have taken over Philip's thematic sequences un
disturbed into his own thematic categories. A number of examples of 
just this phenomenon will be collected in what follows. In most cases, 
of course, Cephalas' method of selection-and especially his careless
ness-will have broken up these patterns, especially links of the more 
subtle variety. On occasions it will prove possible to recover them by 
juxtaposing the same letter group from different sequences (naturally 
a more hazardous undertaking). Nevertheless, it seems to me that 
there are sufficient traces of such an arrangement, both in the long 
Philipp an sequences of AP and in the much briefer sequences of APl, 
to put the matter beyond any reasonable doubt. 
A Let us begin with the two well known attacks on Callimachus and 
his school by Philip himself and Antiphanes (11.321-322).26 It will be 
enough to quote the first full couplet of each: 

T"' , 11K' ,,~, () ~ 
.L pafLfLaTtKOt lHWfLoV GTVyWV TEKJla, G1]TES aKaJl WJI, 

'TEAX LlIES' f3tf3AWlI, Z1]1I080TOV GKVAaKES, 

KaAAtfLaxov GTpaTtW'Tat •.• (11.321.1-3) 
T"' ~, "Y' I 

.L pafLfLaTtKWlI 7TEptEpya yElI1], ptswpvxa fLovGT)S 

aAAoTpt 1]s, a'TVXELS Gfj'TES aKall(}of3a'TaL, 

... KaAAtfLaxov 7TPOKVlIES .•• (11.322.1-4) 

Obviously it is no coincidence that these poems are juxtaposed, and 
it seems reasonable to infer that they were so in the Garland too. 
Philip is in better form than usual and could even be the original, 
though it may be just alphabetical considerations that prompted him 
to place his own poem first. 

26 Cichorius, op.cit. (supra n.2) 347f, argues that such attacks on hairsplitting pedantry 
could not have been written under Tiberius (who delighted in it) and so dates the poems 
(together with 11.347 by Philip) under Gaius. But now that we know that at least one poem 
from the Garland was written under Nero (see n.2), clearly we cannot rule out the possi
bility that the poems were written under Nero as a reaction against the pedantic Claudius. 
In any case, one is disposed to wonder whether contemporaries would have taken them 
quite so seriously as this. 
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B Next 7.233-234 by Apollonides and Philip. Again it will only be 
necessary to quote the first couplet of each: 

A t{, A" ". , V\LOS, VCTOVL'r}S CTTpan'r}S TTpO!-,OS, 0 XPVCTEOLCTL 
, I". '\ ..1..' CTTE!-,!-,aCTL CTwpEVCTas aVXEvas OTT l\o'f'0POVS, • • 

A ", • fJ '''A ,. ,I.' , LI\WS, 0 paCTVXELp pyovs TTpO!-,OS, 0 'f'EI\LWCTas 
, , <:'" \' ..1..' aVXEva XPVCTOOETOLS EK TTOI\E!-'OV CTTE'f'aVOLS, • • 

For our purpose it hardly matters which, but quite clearly one poem 
is a deliberate variation on the other. 
c 9.415-6 by Antiphilus and Philip are both about a ship suitably 
called Hetaira which was apparently built from the profits of prosti
tution. The corrector of the Palatinus thought that the ship was still 
used for prostitution, and Luck goes so far as to suggest that the poems 
were designed for placards advertising the attractions of the good ship 
Hetaira.27 But this is to miss the point of both poems, which are 
merely rather tedious variations on Meleager's already overlong and 
not very funny comparison of the prostitute to a ship.28 There is no 
need to suppose that the ship was really used as a brothel. But what 
matters for our present purpose is merely that Philip's poem is 
directly juxtaposed to Antiphilus' and is clearly a direct imitation of 
it. Nor is the juxtaposition the inevitable result of the fact that both 
poems open with the same word (as was true of the last two ex
amples), for 415 begins if/L'r}v and 416 ~ vavs. It is difficult to resist the 
conclusion that Philip wrote his poem as a conscious pendant to 
Antiphilus', taking care that it should begin with an eta. 
D 9.293-4. Once more Philip and Antiphilus, on the silly theme of the 
purple cloak allegedly laid on Leonidas' body by Xerxes after Thermo
pylae, much to Leonidas' posthumous disgust: 

TTOVAV AEwvl8EW KaTL8wv 8€/Las aVTo8cfrKTOV 

S€pt'r}s EXAaLvov 1>cfPE£ TTOP1>VP€Cf?' 

... ou 8€X0!-'aL TTpo8oTaLS !-,wfJov 01>ELAO!-'EVOV. (293.1-4) 

TTop1>vp€av TOL TcfvOE, AEwvL8a, wTTaCTE XAaLvav 

S€pt'r}s Tapfj,]CTas {pya TEaS aPETaS-

"ou O€xo!-'aL TTpoOc),.aLS aVTa xapLS ••• " (294.1-3) 

Antiphilus, author of the latest datable poem in the Garland,29 could 
27 Gnomon 33 (1961) 782. 
28 5.204, "the most unattractive and unsuccessful of M.'s poems" (Page, in Gow and 

Page II.640). 
28 9.178: see n.2. 
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be the imitator, but it seems more natural to assume that it is Philip. 
For since the poems do not open with the same word, one of the two 
must have been written specially to ensure the alphabetical link, and 
while Antiphilus' 7TOP~VPEIXV is natural enough (and an element in the 
story repeated by Philip elsewhere in his first couplet), Philip's 7TOVf...v 
seems a little weak and forced.30 

E 9.257-8, by Apollonides and Antiphanes, both on the theme of a 
fountain, formerly pure, which was defiled by some murderers 
washing the blood off their hands therein. Since they open respectively 
~ KIXeIXp~ and ~ 7T(XPOC;, once more the alphabetical juxtaposition must 
have been deliberately engineered. 
F 7.236-7, by Antipater of Thessalonica and Alpheus, opening ovxl 
and OtJP€IX respectively, on the tomb of Themistocles in Magnesia. 
G 7.382-3: two variations by Philip himself on the same theme, a 
drowned man washed up onto a rocky shore to take another beating 
after his death. Yet again Philip managed to avoid the easy solution of 
securing his juxtaposition by starting both poems with the same word 
(instead ~7T€tp«J and i16v£Ov respectively). 

Next, traces of a rather more sophisticated interweaving of themes: 
H 6.240-4. 240 (Z7]VOC; )31 is a dedication by Philip to Artemis, daughter 
of Zeus. 242 (~), by Crinagoras, is another dedication to Artemis, 
coupled with Zeus; Zeus Teleius, on the occasion of the birth of a 
child. 243 (~), by Diodorus, and 244 ("Hpry), by Crinagoras, are again 
both addresses to Hera; the second to Hera Teleia as goddess of child
birth-coupled with Zeus. Thus 244 has one sort of link with 243 and 
another with 242. 242, in turn, in addition to its link with 244 has 
another sort of link with 240. 241, by Antipater on a helmet of Piso, 
does not seem to have any obvious connection with the other mem
bers of the complex, but another poem or poems in the vicinity 
omitted or located elsewhere by Cephalas might have supplied the 
key. Even without the cumulative evidence of the foregoing examples 
it would be hard to credit that such a subtle interweaving of motifs 
(hence, of course, the title <Garland') was the result of pure chance. 
I Whether or not there was once a fellow for the poem on Piso's 

30 On the dependence of Philip on Antiphilus in general, see Muller, op.cit. (supra n.2) 68. 
Philip frequently imitated the poets he included in his Garland: cf Peek, op.cit. (supra 
n.16) 2347-8; Small, op.cit. (supra n.2) 93. 

31 Hereafter I shall add the first word of a poem (where relevant) in brackets after the 
reference number. 
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helmet in this group, we do find a pair of such poems by Antipater 
juxtaposed at 9.92-3 (opening respectively apKfE:'i and 'AVTt7TaTpos). 
The first thanks Piso for a present to Antipater, the second accom
panies a present from Antipater to Piso. The sequence in which this 
pair occurs is broken, but because of the alphabetical link they must 
have stood relatively close to each other in the Garland, and in view 
of the numerous other pairs discussed so far, there seems little reason 
to doubt that they were either directly juxtaposed or woven into a 
complex like 6.240-4. From the same broken sequence there are two 
juxtaposed poems (9.44-45) by Statyllius Flaccus (both opening xpva6v 
av?]p) on the man who gave up the idea of hanging himself when he 
found some gold, while the man who had lost the gold used the noose 
left by the other. They too may perhaps have stood together in the 
Garland. 
J 6.227 and 229 both accompany presents from Crinagoras-and 
similar presents too, a pen-knib and a toothpick. 228 and 230 are both 
rustic dedications: 230 (Quintus Maedus) purports to be a dedication 
from a fisherman called Damis, as too does 231 (Philip). For the place 
of 230 in an even wider nexus, see example T below. 
K 7.174 (Erydus) and 175-6 (Antiphilus), not in a regular sequence but 
opening OVKETt, OVTW and ovX respectively, are all about oxen. 174 is 
an imitation of the lovely aVTo/-LaTat OfE:tAV (173, of uncertain author
ship: cf Gow and Page II.279). The oxen return alone because the 
farmer, their master, has died. 175-6 are both variations on the theme 
of the farmer who drove his oxen over a grave, disturbing the bones 
that lay underneath. Surely this is a block which Cephalas lifted whole 
from the Garland because they were all epitaphs (of a sort) concerned 
with oxen, so that he could place them in his own collection after the 
probably Meleagrian atm5/-LaTat OfE:tAv at 173. If so, we would have an 
interesting example of how Philip moved from one motif to another, 
related, motif. 

I will pass over less obvious cases: for example 9.296 (L'KvAAos) and 
297 (aTEAA€v) by Apollonides and Antipater, Themistocles' victory 
over the Persians followed by Gaius setting out against the Parthians 
in A.D. 1. Such a link would have been adequate for the purposes of 
Philip's pattern, but is hardly strong enough of itself to prove the 
existence of a pattern. 6.235 (,Ea7TfE:ptots) and 236 (E/-L{3oAa) are both con
temporary poems, by Thallus and Philip, on someone described 
simply as Ka'iaap: different Caesars, as it happens, Caligula and 
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Augustus respectively.32 But they obviously balance each other nicely. 
9.311 (wlCdat~) and 312 (JW€p) are linked by a rather bizarre use of the 
theme of motherhood. 9.288 (OVTOS) by Geminus and 289 (ov.\ofL€Vat) 
by Bassus both describe Greek disasters, one historical, the other 
mythical. 

The next seven examples are all drawn, not froITl the regular 
sequences in AP, but from API. Normally it has not been considered 
profitable to pursue the study of Garland and Cycle sequences into 
API, because of Pia nudes' method of arrangement (subject categories, 
and then manifold subdivision into a series of sub-categories, thus on 
the whole breaking up the original sequences). But throughout APl 
we do find short sequences (2 or 3 poems), and where, in the case of 
Philippan poems, all poems in these sequences begin with the same 
letter of the alphabet, it is clear that they must at the very least have 
stood within a few poems of each other in the original sequence, if not 
(as seems more likely) directly juxtaposed. Not one of the otherwise 
exactly similar short Meleagrian and Agathian sequences are alpha
betical, and the very number of the alphabetical Philipp an sequences 
is enough to justify the assumption that Planudes took them direct 
from a Philipp an sequence in Cephalas. It is relevant to note that no 
fewer than five of the pairs discussed above from Philippan sequences 
in AP, all but one firmly embedded in an alphabetical run there, are 
also found together as pairs in Planudes: Philip's pair on the ship
wrecked mariner (7.382-3=API3a.19.25-6); Philip and Antiphanes on 
the Callimacheans (11.321-2=API 2a.10.4-5); Apollonides and Philip 
on Aelius (7.233-4=API 3a.5.13-14); Apollonides and Philip on the 
defiled spring (9.257-8=API1a.63.3-4); and the silly pair by Statyllius 
Flaccus on the noose and the gold (9.44-5=API1a.82.1-2). So there is 
no sound reason to doubt that in most, if not all, cases Planudes took 
the groups which follow from Philipp an sequences in Cephalas which 
the compiler of AP happened to omit.33 

L 103-4, a pair by Geminus and Philip on a statue of Heracles, opening 
respectively "HpaK.\€S and "Hp'YJ. As so often, it is Philip who wrote the 
pendant and could thus fix the alphabetical sequence. It is worth 
adding that 98 (oi5'TOS 0 vvv) and 99 (OV'TOS 0 7TavDafLeX'TWp), and 101 (oi<t') 

32 See Cichorius, op.cit. (supra n.2) 356f and 342 respectively. 
33 On the ultimate Cephalan provenience of the Planudean Appendix (=AP XVI on the 

conventional numeration). cf especially Cow, op.cit. (supra n.4) 45-58, whose views are 
accepted by Lenzinger, op.cit. (supra n.4) 29-30. 
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and 102 (otov) are alphabetical pairs on the same subject from the 
same chapter in Planudes. All four are anonymous in Planudes. It is 
uncertain to what extent Philip included anonyma in his Garland (both 
Meleager and Agathias seem certainly to have done SO),34 and in any 
case it may just be that Planudes, who was very careless indeed about 
ascriptions (countless poems anonymous in Planudes have satisfactory 
ascriptions in AP), omitted the poet's names. We should perhaps 
leave open the possibility that one or other of these groups derives 
from the Garland. 
!of 136-7, Antiphilus and Philip (a familiar grouping by now) on 
Timomachus' statue of Medea killing her children in Rome. 135, on 
the same theme, is closely parallel, and fits into the same alphabetical 
run (-rIXVYJ, -r&v, -rtf». Again, it seems a plausible conjecture that the 
author was a Philipp an poet whose name Planudes carelessly omitted. 
N 195-7, three poems on a statue of Eros bound to a post, opening 
-rbV, -rtf> and -rtf> respectively. The poems are ascribed by Planudes to 
Satyrus, Alcaeus and Antipater. Little is known of Satyrus. But at 10.6 
he appears as one half of an alphabetical pair (both openingijo7]) with 
the probably Philipp an Thyillus, both variations on Leonidas' famous 
Spring poem (10.1). And surely he is to be identified with the author 
of 6.11, ascribed to 'Satrius' in AP but to 'Satyrius' by Planudes, an
other variation on Leonidas' hardly less popular poem 6.13. Antipater 
could be the Meleagrian from Sidon or the Philipp an from Thessa
lonica equally. Luck35 opts for the former on the more than question
able grounds that "nichts spricht dagegen," because it suits a theory 
of his about the Sidonian. Gow, more cautiously eII.23), leaves the 
choice entirely open. There is no reason to rule out the Thessalonican. 
This leaves Alcaeus. 196 bears little resemblance to the work of 
AIcaeus of Messene,36 but it does bear a strong resemblance to the 

a4 For statistics of the anonyma included in all three groups, and commentary thereon, 
see Cow, op.dt. (supra n.4) 22f. They occur "in Meleager rather more often than once in 
ten, in Philip about once in thirty, and in Agathias rather less often than once in fourteen" 
(Cow p.24). I shall be discussing some Agathian anonyma elsewhere before long. 

8i op.dr. (supra n.1) 46-7. 
8S Ascriptions to Alcaeus vary between the ethnics M1J7',}.'rJvalov and M€ut1TJvlov. For a 

tabulation of the evidence see Cow and Page 11.6-7, who conclude, probably correctly, that 
the former is an ignorant addition by someone who knew of only one Alcaeus, the lyric 
poet from Mytilene. There can, of course, be no doubt that Messene was Alcaeus' birthplace 
and that he was a contemporary of Philip V of Macedon (on his relationship to Philip see 
Edson's definitive refutation in CP 43 [1948] 116-21, missed by Cow and Page, of the 
MomiglianojWalbank interpretation of 9.518). But many scholars have believed in two 
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closely parallel poem sixteen later in this same chapter of Planudes 
(212), this time on a sleeping Eros, by the Philippan poet Alpheius of 
Mytilene. Partly for this reason, but mostly because of the alpha
betical sequence, I should be inclined to attribute 196 to Alpheius as 
well (it is perhaps surprising that Alcaeus and Alpheius are not con
fused more often: for one example see 6.187-there may be more). 

I will not pretend that this is not a hazardous chain of hypotheses, 
on a different footing from the examples that precede and follow. 
But the alphabetical sequence (neglected by Luck and Gow) extend
ing to three, and the obvious close parallelism between 195, 6 and 7 
all on the same subject, seem to me to point clearly to a Philipp an 
group, in which case the Thessalonican Antipater and Alpheius be
come inevitable. 
o There follow directly two more poems on the bound Eros by two 
certainly Philippan poets, both of whom we have met already in 
thematically linked groups: Maeaus and Crinagoras (198-9). The one 
is patently an imitation of the other. Compare their openings: KAaL€ 

OVa€KcPJK'TWS acPtYXe€~S xlpas, acPet'T€ 8aLf-tOV and Ka~ KAaL€ Ka~ a'Tlva,€ 
au acPlyywv X€POLV I 'Tlvov'Tas. 
p 214-5, by Secundus and yet again Philip himself, on a statue of a 
group of Erotes wearing the armour of the Olympians. Once more 
one is clearly a direct imitation of the other: 

aKvAoxapELS io' "EPW'TES, io', ws {3pLapOLGLV ETT' Wf-tOLS 
OTTAa cPlpovat 8EWV V~7n' ayaAAo,uEvoL (214.1-2) 

GVA~GaV'T€S "OAVf-tTTOV ro' ws OTTAOLGLV "EpW'TES 
KOaf-t0fiv'T' &8av&'Twv aKfiAa cppvaaao,u€VOL (215.1-2) 

It is worth noting that one of Secundus' two other poems in Philippan 
sequences in AP occurs as one member of a pair linked in the less 
obvious manner I have in general left on one side. 9.260 (~'TO TTaAaL) by 
Secundus is on the aging Lais, 261 (~ TTapos) by the obscure but cer
tainly Philipp an Epigonus of Thessalonica is on the aging vine. 
Q 240-2, three consecutive poems on a Priapus by Philip, Argentarius 
and Eryaus. 240 (wpa{as) and 241 (WPLf-tOS) are concerned with the figs 
Priapus is supposed to be guarding, 242 (ws (3apJ) treats his anatomical 

Hellenistic epigrammatists, one from Messene and the other from Mytilene (cf. Gow-Page 
11.7 n.l, and of these R. Reitzenstein (Epigramm und Skolion [Giessen 1893] 169 n.1) assigned 

16.196 to the Mytilenaean, not the Messenian (Planudes wrote merely 'AAKalov), pre
sumably because he too found it alien to the style of the Messenian. 
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peculiarities. The alphabetical progression must plainly have been 
engineered. Since Argentarius' Jloruit probably fell under Tiberius, 
Philip's poem, as usual, is the imitation out of 240-l. 

Lastly, I offer four examples obtained by the delicate procedure of 
juxtaposing the same letter group in different Philippan sequences. 
R 7.379 (€lTd) by Antiphilus and 9.708 (l'€vf) by Philip, both on the 
mole in the harbour of Puteoli. Philip's poem is obviously (as usual) 
a direct imitation of Antiphilus', and it seems a natural inference, 
after the numerous examples assembled above, to suppose that they 
were directly juxtaposed in the Garland. Their separation is easy to 
explain. It has been remarked already (p.333) that Cephalas placed 
7.379 (absurdly) among the epitymbia through a misunderstanding of 
xwp-a in V.l. 
s Two poems on the grave of Protesilaus: 7.141 (f?Naaalo.€) by Anti
philus and 385 (ifpws), a typically slavish imitation by Philip. Would it 
be too fanciful to suggest that Antiphilus' poem (here in a broken 
sequence) came at the very beginning of Philip's theta group? There is 
one eta poem after 7.385 in the AP sequence at present, by Lollius 
Bassus on Niobe. Another poem on Niobe in the near vicinity, omitted 
by Cephal as, might have tied the sequence up. 
T 6.89 (aKTa(YjS) and 90 (ayxvpav), by Q. Maecius and Philip, are both 
dedications by fishermen: the first of a shell to Priapus "who delights 
in the rocks," the second of an anchor to Poseidon. In the second 
Philipp an sequence in the same book we find at 6.230 (aKp€tTf{-) an
other poem by Maecius: another dedication of a shell by a fisherman, 
this time to Apollo. 230, in turn, is linked to 231 (Philip) by the fact 
that both are dedications by a fisherman called Damis. Nor is this the 
last link in the chain. Earlier in the book there is another poem by the 
same Maecius (this time outside a sequence), 6.33 (aiytaIo.LTa): another 
dedication by a fisherman to Priapus of the shore, only this time of a 
bowl, stool and wine-cup. It is very tempting to conclude that all 
three of Maecius' poems stood together in the Garland. All three are 
dedications by fishermen. But over and above this common feature 
6.89 is linked to 230 by the dedicated object (a shell), while at the 
same time having a different link, the dedicatee (Priapus), with 33. 
230 is linked to 231 by the name of the fisherman. As usual, the chances 
against such a nexus of poems which do not begin with the same word 
nevertheless beginning with the same letter should normally be re
mote. It is hardly a coincidence that they do, nor that Philip should 

" 
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have taken it into his head to round the group off with an alpha

fisherman-dedication of his own. 
u To close, two examples of the less obvious variety again. Between 
7.367 (Avaovos) by Antipater, on the death of an Italian, and 7.368 

('ATe{~) by Erycius, on an Athenian woman who died at Cyzicus, we 
may perhaps intercalate from a Philipp an sequence earlier in the book 
7.185 by Antipater again (AvaovL,]), on an African woman who died in 
Italy.37 Over and above the formal link between 367 and 185 (Avaovos / 

AvaovL']), there is the obvious thematic link between 368 and 185 of 
the woman who dies away from home. There is a slight link between 
9.403 (avT6~) by Maecius on the making of wine, and 404 (d) by 
Antiphilus on the making of honey. But for another link in the chain 
cf 9.226 (al) by Zonas from an earlier sequence in the book, on bees 
and honey. It is Significant that Planudes should have juxtaposed 
the two (in the order 404,226) in his book la, 58.6-7. 

Most of these less obvious, more subtle links are now irrecoverable. 
Cephalas' division into thematic categories will alone have destroyed 
most of this interweaving, since each letter group will have contained 
a fair number from each of Cephalas' categories. It is perfectly pos
sible (indeed likely) that Philip also employed some regular principle 
of alternation between the names of his contributors, as did both 
Meleager and Agathias. Naturally, however, the division of the 
original sequence among Cephalas' seven categories will have entirely 
removed all trace of this. All that is left for us are the (no doubt 
relatively few) cases where Philip directly or closely juxtaposed two 
or three poems on a closely related theme: a group, that is, which 
Cephalas was likely to remove intact from its original setting because 
all its members fitted into the same category in his own Anthology: 

in short, for the most part the cruder links. And there are surely 
enough of these in both AP and API to rule out the possibility of co
incidence. 

By way of contrast, let us briefly compare one of the supposed 
alphabetical runs in a Meleagrian sequence. The four poems AP 
7.265-8 open Nav']yoO, Nav']yoO, NaV'TL'AoL, Nav']yov respectively. But all 
four are closely linked thematically: all commemorate the death of 
a sailor. Indeed almost the whole section of thirty-odd poems in 
which these four are embedded commemorates dead sailors. Inside 

37 On the historical significance of both poems, cf Cichorius, op.cit. (supra n.2) 304-6, 
330f. 
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this sequence it was natural enough for Meleager to juxtapose poems 
that happened to open with the same word to accentuate the thema
tic link, to provide a group within a group classified on a formal 
principle for the sake of variety. The resulting alphabetical sequence 
(in any case impure, as in Philipp an sequences) was doubtless only a 
secondary consideration with Meleager. But since alphabetical con
siderations were obviously primary with Philip, such thematically 
arranged groups as I have listed above which happen also to be 
alphabetical cannot be explained in this way,3S especially since in the 
majority of cases the poems thus linked do not open with the same 
word. Yet the number of pairs consisting of model and imitation 
which begin with the same letter nevertheless is clearly far higher 
than could have resulted from coincidence. And time and again we 
have seen that the imitation was written by Philip himself, the one 
person in the position of engineering the required initial letters. 
Juxtaposition of variations on a theme, often of a series of imitations, 
was a regular feature of epigrammatography as it was practised from 
Hellenistic times on. In addition to the numerous examples in 
Meleager's Garland, cf also the first century anthology fragment 
published as POxy. 662. Thus it may be regarded as certain that 
Philip's imitations directly followed (or, for alphabetical reasons, pre
ceded) his models and were intended to be directly compared with 
them. 

We need no longer suppose Philip not only a poor poet, but also an 
incompetent and unimaginative anthologist. Though the individual 
constituents may on the whole have been of a much lower poetical 
level, from one point of view at least Philip's Garland may actually 
have made more interesting reading than Meleager's. For delightful 
as a love epigram by Callimachus or Meleager often is, 270-odd 
variations on the same relatively few themes without a break could 
hardly fail to cloy. Philip's system of preliminary alphabetical division 
would ensure much greater variety of theme per page than the more 
homogeneous categories of Meleager could allow. And the inter
weaving of motifs inside the letter groups must have called for more, 

38 Though naturally poems that happened to begin with the same word would some
times automatically form a thematic group without any effort on Philip's part: e.g. 9.299 
(TaVpOt) and 300 (TaIYpCP), both naturally enough about bulls. Yet the next three poems in 
the sequence, all beginning with taus, but different ones (T{1TT£, TO, Tj), are all about animals 
as well, though different ones (a donkey, bees and a dog). So the thematic link does not 
depend entirely on 9.299-300. 
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not less, skill than the Meleagrian system, precisely because of the 
self-imposed alphabetical limitations. It was not merely in imitation 
of Meleager, and not entirely without justification, that Philip too 
called his collection a Garland.39 

COLUMBIA UNNERSITY and 

BEDFORD COLLEGE, LONDON 

March, 1968 

39 For helpful criticisms I am much indebted to Mr James Rizzo, one of the members of 
a Columbia University seminar on the Anthology given by my wife and myself in Autumn 
term 1967-68. It will be obvious that this essay was sent to press before the appearance 
of The Greek Anthology: the Garland of Philip, and some Contemporary Epigrams, ed. 
A. S. F. Cow and D. L. Page (Cambridge 1968). Naturally, there are details which I 
might now modify in the light of their labours, but their discussion of the arrangement 
of the Garland (Lxi-xx) poses only questions, to which I hope that this article will 
provide some answers. 


